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Abstract. This article discusses topical issues of future speech therapists’ training in terms of a competence approach. Special attention is paid to formation of universal competences of future teachers in the field of intercultural collaboration. Current bachelor training curricula of specialized (speech pathology) education of speech therapy major 44.03.03 have been analyzed regarding formation of competences of future speech therapists in the field of intercultural communication. Efficient intercultural communication does not emerge spontaneously, it should be consistently developed. Modern life calls for mastering the skills of such communication. At present, special attention is paid to formation of universal competences in future speech pathologists, especially aimed at intercultural collaboration. It is believed that a speech therapist possessing such competences will be able to perceive cultural diversity of society in social, historical, and philosophical contexts. This article analyzes the experimental study of development level of future speech therapists’ general cultural competences. Junior and senior students from the Department of speech therapy, Institute of special education and psychology, Moscow City University took part in this research. The main experimental method was a survey of students. Particular attention was paid to the issues of formation of speech culture of speech therapists and the possibility to apply knowledge acquired during studies of a humanitarian module in professional activities of cultural and educational type. The main results of the analysis are a proven opportunity of updating theoretical knowledge of speech therapists in the field of intercultural communication acquired during studies of humanitarian, psychological, pedagogical and professional sections using interactive approaches to teacher activities.
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1 Introduction

The scientific term of “intercultural communication” emerged in publications in the second half of the twentieth century; however, historical roots of intercultural communication could be found in the faraway past of mankind. The most meaningful manifestations of intercultural communication are familiar to each schoolchild: for instance, the rise and fall of ancient civilizations, formation of various religions, great geographical discoveries, colonization of vast territories by developed countries, and fall of the colonial system [1].

Modern processes of globalization, reflected in closer political, economic, and cultural interactions among various countries and nations make the issue of intercultural communication an object of interest to experts of various scientific areas [2]. Nowadays intercultural communication is understood in a broad sense as an interrelation and collaboration between various cultures and nations of the world, which is expressed not only through direct contacts among people and communities, but also through indirect forms of communication, such as language, speech, writing, digital communication, etc. [3]

Intercultural communication is studied at an interdisciplinary level, including psychology and pedagogics. Particular attention is paid to education of the rising generation possessing the major skills of intercultural communication, capable of understanding and accepting cultural diversity of modern humankind. Formation of intercultural competence is one of the major targets of modern education [4].

Issues of interacting with differently abled people are a special focus of modern society. In Russia and other countries, which chose inclusion in their educational systems, social life is being modified to fully meet demands of each member of society, including people with health and social functioning limitations [5]. Under such conditions development of skills and habits of intercultural collaboration by all participants in the inclusion process is vital [6].

The changes in the education system drive reinterpretation of a speech therapist’s role under the conditions of significant distribution of inclusive practice and creation of a tolerant environment in educational institutions [7]. That is why the preparation of teachers for the inclusion process is widely discussed both by teachers and parents, and at a governmental level [8].

Among the challenges of training speech therapists, the issue of identifying required and sufficient competences definitely stands out. After completing the bachelor’s program, a graduate should possess universal, general and specific professional competences [9].

Currently the issues of a competence approach in speech therapists’ training are widely discussed by leading experts: I.Yu. Levchenko, N.M. Nazarova, I.M. Yakovleva, M.V. Zhigoreva [10]. However, the issue of forming universal competences is so broad that the results of these studies do not fully comprise the whole range of problems related to the competences of intercultural collaboration.

2 Methods

To analyse the general cultural competence development level of future speech therapists the authors carried out experimental research among 3rd and 4th year students from the Department of speech therapy, Institute of special education and psychology, Moscow City University. 128 full-time (FT) and half-time (HT) students participated in the experiments, there were 85 full-time students and 43 half-time students. The research was conducted in two stages. The first stage was devoted to surveying the main issue of intercultural collaboration. The survey was carried out during practical classes.

The second stage included watching a movie about integrating a bilingual child into the educational environment of school No. 518, Moscow. After watching the movie the
students answered five questions about their attitude to interpersonal collaboration among the children and the environment of the school enrolling bilingual and nonnative (inophone) speakers.

3 Results

Table 1. Survey results of FT and HT students, %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey section</th>
<th>FT students (85–100%)</th>
<th>HT students (43–100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High level</td>
<td>Medium level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical foundations of Speech Therapy and its connection with other sciences</td>
<td>91.76</td>
<td>8.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularities of normal speech development</td>
<td>78.82</td>
<td>21.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech culture of speech therapist</td>
<td>88.24</td>
<td>11.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average score</td>
<td>86.27</td>
<td>13.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey analysis demonstrated that the section of questions concerning speech culture of a speech therapist was successful for many students participating in the survey. Almost all the students understand the importance of speech culture of a special educator, are able to distinguish impaired and dialect pronunciation as well as to understand that a speech therapist is a teacher directly working with the norms of modern Russian standard language. The percentage of successful answers to the questions of this section are slightly different for FT and HT students (88.24% to 65.12%). Among the HT students, there are bilingual students, simultaneously speaking two mother tongues. Herewith, they speak Russian only in university and at work.

Table 2. Analysis of movie watching by FT and HT students, %.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sections of study</th>
<th>FT students (85–100%)</th>
<th>HT students (43–100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High level</td>
<td>Medium level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child speech errors</td>
<td>83.53</td>
<td>16.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features of their involvement in class activities</td>
<td>88.24</td>
<td>11.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude of parents to successes and failures of child</td>
<td>77.64</td>
<td>22.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities of child to study the Russian language</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average score</td>
<td>82.35</td>
<td>17.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of watching a movie demonstrated that the FT students had more thorough knowledge about adaptation of a child to school in comparison with the HT students. Probably, this could be attributed to the fact that in the case of FT, more attention was paid to mastering general cultural disciplines (difference in class hours). Analysis of other survey sections demonstrated that the students understood the importance of a child's involvement in class activities both during classes and extramural activities (walking, excursions, fests). The students also mention the highest importance of objective parental attitude to different child’s marks in the Russian language and the influence of family on learning abilities.
4 Discussion

In order to update theoretical knowledge of students majoring in Speech Therapy the Department of Speech Therapy, Moscow City University prepared working programs for disciplines and modules in accordance with the curriculum for bachelors’ training. All the working programs were developed on the basis of the Approximate basic curriculum for bachelors’ training with consideration of professional standards in combination with professional activities of a graduate [11].

The disciplines of integrated modules are vital to formation of competences in the field of intercultural communication, in humanities in particular, which are basic for the professional module. The curriculum includes the following disciplines: Cultural Codes, Thinking and Writing, Great Books. Introduction of these disciplines has enabled an expansion of the students’ knowledge concerning the issue of intercultural communication. It has assisted in understanding numerous aspects of human collaboration by means of the main constituents of this process: culture and language [12].

Cultural Codes discipline forms concepts of an information semiotic approach to culture, main types of sign systems of culture. The cultural code is considered a system of signs, senses and their combination, contained in any object of a material and spiritual human activity; a method of storage and transfer of information: cultural memory [13]. After completion of the disciplines, the students acquire the competences of intercultural collaboration, based mainly on understanding the role of a culture in this process.

While studying the Thinking and Writing discipline, the students acquire presentations of language norms and thinking under conditions of a variety of social strategies and ethnic cultures of modern society. The first place is given to the tasks of consistently mastering a combination of professionally oriented intercultural communicative competences; formation of competences relevant to actual communications.

The Great Books discipline added to the curriculum enables students to understand the value of global literature heritage aiming at forming their own worldview as well as professional development. While studying the universal competences are formed, such as an ability to search, to run a critical analysis and synthesis of information contained in great masterpieces, to produce various communications in oral and written forms resorting to the patterns contained in works of Russian and foreign writers.

The psychological and pedagogical module includes the discipline titled: Technology of professional communication and teacher acting skills, describing the issues of professional communication as well as ethics of human contacts, empathy and sympathy in communications. Particular attention is paid to the moral culture of pedagogical communication and its formation, pedagogical tact is fostered as a component of the spiritual culture of a speech therapist [14].

An interesting opportunity to expand knowledge in the field of collaboration of various cultures is the choice of this topic from a wide range of general university elective classes. Thus, the elective class “East and West: Dialogue and Collaboration” forms concepts of philosophy of a European and Oriental person. In addition, this class touches upon a very complex issue of the modern world: an interreligious dialogue and an interreligious collaboration in terms of historic retrospective, current, and future forecasts. Such diverse and universal literacy of a speech therapist would enable them to take a proper place in modern education models as well as to be required in other meaningful areas of human life.

5 Conclusion

Therefore, while teaching Bachelor’s students (Speech therapy), close attention is paid to developing universal competences in the field of intercultural communication, since they
are the base of efficient professional activities. The achievement of the laid forward targets is enabled by introduction of new humanities into the curriculum as well as an analysis of vital aspects of intercultural communication in disciplines of professional section, a possibility to choose relevant general university elective classes, innovation forms of lecture development and practical classes [15]. The applied efforts result in shaping a new type of a speech therapist possessing intercultural sensitivity; the one recognizing the issue of collaboration with representatives of other cultures and having cultural and communication convictions, which can influence people behavior during intercultural collaboration.
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